CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

4.1. Conclusion

There are some reasons of Sarah to do feminism in her life, such as: the social status, the fear, the equality, and the fate. The marriage is not her final destination in life. A children, especially, she never hope their presence in her life. Although she is fated as a woman which can pregnant any time. As a woman, Sarah is having her dreams to be reached. The marriage which has builded by them is not realizing Sarah’s dreams. Exactly it makes her wish more strenght to be autonomous.

The first is status. Although she has graduated in sophomore years from Radcliffe at the top of her class, it is not satisfied her. She is jealous to her husband about his achievement and career that it can’t be reached by her. The second is the fear. The fear of Sarah is coming from her worry to take care herself. Since she got married to Oliver, all of her needs is finished by him. Sarah worries that she will be dependent to Oliver for all. She can’t support herself for all needs about financial. The third is equality. Sarah is not finishing yet her story after she got married. It is boring her and making her more jealous with her husband’s stir. She wants to having her own stir to be done and to be prouded. The fourth is the fate. She is a woman married. This fact should be aware her that she can pregnant any time. But the fact that she is pregnant their first baby not make her surrender to this situation. She never expect a baby in her life. She doesn’t want a perfect
family yet. She doesn’t ready to take care the children. It makes her more struggle for her right through the abortion. It is happening recur until the third pregnant. She wants to be free woman to carve her own achievement and the children is blocking her movement.

The reason of Sarah to do feminism is proving from her effort. The first seems from her effort that apply master’s program in Harvard. It is becoming the gate for her to reach her dreams to be a writer. The second effort is proving from her effort to ensure her family that she is going away for goodness. She is promising them to visit once a week. She ensures that the condition of her family is never change. Until she has to argued her husband if the decision is the best for her life.

The Sarah’s effort is successful, she is going away to continue her study. Feminist movement which did by Sarah here give the effect to her family especially the children. After she is going away, the children live only with their father. Sarah is too far to always beside them and taking care them. But Sarah proves that she still a good mother for them. She shows the care to the children in different way. She often invites the kids to spend time together. She has treaten them very well. It shows when Olliver looks the different appearence from the kids after they visit their mother. She also has became a good friend for them. It shows when she tries to support her old son when he is in problem.

All in all, feminism did by Sarah is showing that as a mother she still has the right to do something for herself and by herself. The presence of regulation
that mother has to be at home all day long and take care the children only her activity is a myth. It is showing from the character of Sarah. She is proving that as a mother she can reach her dreams although it need a big effort to realize it. Actually Sarah is experiencing patriarchal motherhood from her husband. She is under her husband control after she got married to Oliver. But from this story proves that Sarah can struggling her right and do emancipation for herself.